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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this project is to analyse the 

electrical load flow pattern of the distribution network of Federal 

university of Technology Minna. To establish a load flow pattern 

that may be projected with the use of computer. 

The electrical network consists of six busbars, two 

distribution substations which contain 2x500KVA, 11/0.415KV step 

down transformers, located within the load centers of the 

university. Each busbar has an upriser armoured cables serving 

different section of the university. 

The values of the busbars and line parameters are calculated 

on a bases of llKV, 2x500 KVA (l.0MVA). In the electrical 

distribution network, there are no regulating or phase shift 

transformers and capacitor bank which can serve as voltage of 

control buses. 

Numerical computation of busbar voltage is based on gauss 

iterative techniques after a thorough comparison with Newton 

iterative technique. 

A computer program is written in Qbasic language for easy 

understanding. A flow chart is drawn from the solutions of the 

network equations 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction: 

1. The appearance of large digital computer in the early 1960's 

paved the way for its application to power system analysis. There 

is the need to provide a more reliable, stable and economic supply 

Qf electrical energy with tighter control of the system frequency 

and voltage levels. 

2. It is often realized that the optimal power flow needs to be 

iterated with contingency analysis. The purpose of an on - line 

function is to schedule the power system controls to achieve a 

desire operation of power flow. 

3. Having considered the above analysis, load flow in power 

system is very important and there is need for a thorough appraisal 

of electrical load flow network. Because of the complex nature of 

ele c trical load flow analysis, computer application has helped in 

the power system design, analysis and operation of any electrical 

network. A more realistic approach and solution is obtained with 

computer applicat10n and engineers are totally relieved of tedious 

and volume of calculations. Computer capability is to minimize the 

number of manual operation required by the engineers in specifying 

and maintaining system data for the initial and subsequent 

electrical load flow cases. 

The application of computer to electrical load flow requires 

sequential steps which must be obeyed in order to compute rise the 

load flow analysis. 
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(al The formulation of a suitable mathematical network model which 

describes adequately the relationship between vol tages and 

power in the system. 

(b) Specifications of the power and voltage constraints that must 

be applied to the various busbars of the network. 

(c) Numerical solution of the load flow equations subject to the 

power and voltage constraints. 

(d) When all these voltages have been determined, the last step is 

the calculation of load flows on the various network lines. 

Consumption pattern enables the Engineers to study the power 

consumption in the specific network and forecast the load 

consumption so that the contingency plan can be made for future. 

This will facilitate their use in power system planning, operation 

and interconnection studies. The transformer's load can be 

monitored so that overload transformers can be protected from total 

breakdown. 

NEED FOR LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS: 

Load flow studies enable the power system Engineers to make a 

projection of future power requirements and incorporate or create 

room for addi tiona I or changes in load requirement during the 

system planning stages of electrical power supply. 

Satisfactory operation of the power system depends on system 

network and new load which needs to be added to the existing load 

of the power network. The resultant effect from load flow 

calculation filter out real and reactive power which are simply 

called useful and useless power. 
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The load flow analysis helps to know whether the existing 

transformers and lines are overloaded and to prevent total collapse 

of the power network. The load flow analysis takes care of the 

following: 

(a) Additional transformers and lines may be required as a 

result of expansion. 

(b) Changes of load may affect the busbars and conductor 

sizes. The load flow analysis will take care of that. 

(c) Load flow incorporates many automatic features to 

facilitate their use in power system planning, design, 

operation and interconnection studies. 

(d) On - line applications of automatic control and system 

optimization. 

(e) Load flow helps to detect any short- circuit and system 

instability in the network. 

(f) Once a computer program has been written on power load 

flow 0 f a system, the input data on the increased or 

deceased depending on the system requirements. 

(g) Load flow analysis can also be used to study an 

industrial power system under transient loads. This is 

essential in determining whether loads can be imposed on 

an existing power systea design. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS OF FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
MINNA. 

The analysis on the load flow pattern of this electrical 

distribution network of the campus can best be described by a one 

line diagram shown in fig 1. 

An 11Kv transmission line from Minna entered the campus 

through the main gate. A ring main uni t device located near the 

gate for easy isolation of electrical network of the campus. Two 

numbers of distribution transformers (500KVA, 11/0.415KV) are 

located at the load centers of the university. 

(i) The first sub-station wi th a transformer is located near 

the university clinic. A 365KVA catapillar generator is 

attached to this sub-station to provide an alternative power 

to the essential load within the university. The three upriser 

feeders came out from the substation to feed the electric 

load in different section of the university. 

(a) An upriser feeder line one consists of the following 

load: Computer center and senate building. A load flow 

analysis would be considered for upriser feeder which will 

take care of the attached mentioned load. 

(b) An upriser feeder - liner - tow consists of library, water 

pump, audit unit, biological sciences block and Dean of SSSE 

block. A load flow analysis would take care of the above 

mentioned load in upriser feeder two. 

(c) An upriser feeder - line - three consists of female hostel, 

block D classroom, Mathematics department, staff quarters and 

4 
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clinic: A load flow analysis would also be considered. 

(ii) The second sub - station with a transformer is located near 

cafeteria to take c are of the load with in that section of the 

university. The three upriser feeder lines also emanated 

from this sub - station. 

(a) An upriser feeder line-one consists of the Engineering 

complex block, Lecture theaters, Geology laboratories, physics 

laboratories, block of offices for SSSE and staff school. This 

is the longest upriser feeder line in the university. A load 

flow analysis is written for that: 

(b) An upriser feeder line-two consists of the male hostels, 

cafeteria, engineering block offices and school of 

Environmental. A load flow analysis is written. 

(c) An upriser feeder line - three consists of the works 

department, kiosks and animal garden area. A load flow 

analysis would be considered. 

A load flow analysis for this university would consists of 2 

NO of Distribution transformers, 6NO of upriser feeder lines and 

cabling to feed the above mentioned load. Six busbars (buses) would 

be used in load flow analysis. the Parameters and the required data 

for SIX buses which are essential in the computer application of 

load flow analysis. 

The data below are obtained from feeder lines for the two 

substations. Each feeder line would represent a busbar. 
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Line 

M 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

5 

feeder Busbar 

M 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 

6 6 

Load ! Load 

KVA KW 

1277.5 222 

145.8 1116.7 

69.4 55.5 

101.5 81.2 

84.5 67.6 1 

1 42.9 34.3 

!721.KVA 

2.2 CALCULATION OF BUS DATA SPECIFICATION 

Load Areas cover 

Ampere! 

400 senate comp 

210 ILib. & SSSE 

100 Female Hos. 

146 Staff school 

122 Male hostel 

62 Works dept 

The total installed power from the two transformers is 1000 

KVA which is 1MVA. This will be used as base power and feeder load 

will be referred to base power as per unit form. 

The assumed power factor of 0.8 in a stable and reliable 

network is considered. 

The real power is called useful power while the reactive power 

is relatively termed to be useless power. 

The per-unit calculation can be expressed as shown. 

feeder 1. 

Total power = 277.5WA 

= 0.2775MVA 

Per - unit = 0.2775MVA/base power 

0.2775MVA/1 MVA 

0.2775 

Real power 0.2775 cos 36.9° = 0.222 
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Reactive power = 0.2775 sin 36.9 0 = 0.222 

The power can be written as 0.222 + jO.166 

feeder 2 

Total power = 145.8KVA 

= 0.1458 MVA 

Per Unit = 0.1458MVA/1 MVA 

0.1458 

Real power 0.1458 cos 36.9 = 0.1166 

reaction power = 0.1458 sin 36.9 = 0.0875 

The power can be written as 0.1166 + jo.0875 

feeder 3 

Total power = 69.4 KVA 

= 0.0694 MVA 

per unit = 0.0694MVA/1 MVA 

= 0.0694 

Real power = 0.0694 cos 36.9 0 = 0.0555 

Reactive power = 0.0694 sin 36.9 0 = 0.0416 

The power can be expressed as 0.555 + jo 0.0416 

feeder 4 

Total power = 101.5KVA 

0.1015MVA 

Per - unit = 0.1015MVA/1 MVA 

= 0.1015 

Real power = 0.1015 cos 36.9 = 0.0812 

Reactive power = 0.1015 sin 36.9 = 0.0610 

The power can be expressed as 0.0812 + 0.0610 
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feeder 5 

Total power = 84.5KVA 

0.0845 MVA 

Per - unit 0.0845MVA/1 MVA 

= 0.0845 

Real power = 0.0845 cos 36.5° = 0.0676 

Reactive power = 0.0845 sin 36.5 = 0.0507 

The power can be expressed as 

0.0676 + jo 0.0507. 

feeder 6 

Total power = 42.9KVA 

=0.429MVA 

Per unit = 0.0429MVA/q MVA = 0.0429 

Real power = 0.0429 cos 36.9° = 0.0343 

Reactive power = 0.0429 sin 36.9° = 0.0257 

The power can be expressed as 

0.0343 + jo 0.0257 

Load consumption of Federal University of Technology Minna 

A consumption pattern could be analyzed from the year the 

university was established up to date. The university was 

established in 1983 and there was only one substation existing at 

that time. In 1985, the second sub - station was built which takes 

care of electrical load at the down stream side of the university. 

The table below shows the load consumption pattern in kilowatt for 

both transformers 
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ILoad consumption in KW 

Year ISub-station 1 Sub-station 2 

1983 19.59 KW 

1984 147.16 

1985 315.69 " 32.0 Kw 

1986 300.00 1119.20 

1987 300.00 1180.86 

1988 320.00 1205.67 

1989 320.00 284.05 

1990 320.00 .. 300.55 

1991 320.47 300.55 

1992 330.17 300.55 

1993 330.17 320.65 

1994 340.17 330.55 

1995 350.46 330.55 

1996 360.46 330.55 

I 9 
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CHAPTER 3 

(i) SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN. 

The load flow analysis problem consists of the calculation of 

power flow and voltages of the electrical distribution network for 

specifies busbars condition. 

The associated parameters of busbars are 

(1) Real power (useful power) 

(2) Reactiv~ power (useful power) 

(3) Voltage magnitude 

(4) Phase angle. 

The load flow analysis can be formulated in its basic 

analytical form with reference to network which can be represented 

by linear bilatered and balanced lumped parameters. The power and 

voltage constraints make it the nonlinear in nature. The numerical 

solution must be iterative in nature. 

The electrical current problem encountered in the development 

of load flow are ever increasing size of the systems to be solved, 

on-line applications and system optimization. 

Five main properties are essential in load flow solution method. 

(a) High computational speed: This is very important when 

dealing with large system, real time applications i.e. on -

line application and interactive application i.e. off - line 

application. 

(b) Low computer storage: - This is also important for large 

electrical systems and the use of computers with small core 

storage available, e.g. mini computer for on line 



application. 

(c) Reliability of solution: The solution of load flow must be 

ob t ained for both ill- conditioned problem, outage studies and 

real life time application 

(d) Versatile: An ability of load flow analysis to handle 

conventional a nd special features. 

(e) Simplici ty: The ease of coding a computer program of the 

load flow algorithm. 

The type of solution required for a load flow also spell out the 

method apply which satisfies the following condition. 

(i) 

( i i ) 

( iii) 

(i v) 

Accurate or approximate 

Unadjusted or adjusted 

Off - line or on - line 

Simple case or mUltiple case 

For an unbal a nced three phase system, each busbar consists of 

three single - phase bus and six equation which has to be solved by 

load flow analysis. For a balanced three phase system, a one line 

diagram is always used to represent a complete 3 - phase system. It 

consists of a diagram identifying busbars and connecting lines with 

loads and transformers in their respective places in the system. 

Each interconnecting lines originate from a particular bus and 

terminates on a different bus. 

Load flow calculations can be solved by using bus self and 

mutu a l ad mittance which compose of bus admittances. In the 

calculation of load flow, the following information are essential. 

(a) One line diagram of the system network. Also positive 

II 



sequences diagram. 

(b) Oriented graph showing tree, cotree, links, cutset and 

loops. 

Ic) The values of series impedances and shunt admittances of 

transmission lines or distribution network from these 

va lue s o f busbar admitt ance or bus impedance 

matrix elements can be calculated. 

(d) Transformer ratings 

Ie) The value of reactive power and voltage magnitude at 

eac h bus 

(f) The limitation of voltage magnitude and reactive power 

must be clearly stated. the voltages and powers at the 

busbar must lie within the range of an interval. 

( i ) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

max. 

Voltage minimum < voltage level < voltage max. 

Po wer minimum < p ower level < power max 

Reactive power mini < per power level < reac. power 

3.1 LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS MATHEMATICAL MODEL. 

A matrix equation always provide a convenient mathematical 

model f or computational analysis. The elements of the matrix 

equation are impedances and admittances. 

The nature of matrix will depend on the number of busbars and 

their looping. It is always convenient to assign bus number, line 

number and the form of the appropriate network matrix in the load 

flow analysis . 

Basic loops of the network are identify first.The formulation 



The elements at zero busbar are neglected or considered as one 

element and is equivalent to all the zero busbar elements. With 

this method, computer storage time can be conserved. 

Any node A of the network for the total is given by 

I Y AR V R 

A 1,2,3, -----n} -------> 2d 

R 1,2,3 -----n} 

IA = PA - QR/VA 

Equation 2e can be re-written as 

PA - jQR = Y AR VR VA 

where PA = Active power 

RR = reac ti ve powe r 

o ------> 2f 

YAR = Line admittance between A and R 

V R VA = Vo I tage s at busbars A and R respecti vel y. 

3.2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUES 

The algebraic equations for the power load flow are based on 

iterative techniques because of their non-linearity in nature 

nature. The iterative methods are specifically designed to compute 

accurate estimates of unknown voltages until the results are 

obtained to the desire accuracy. This is done in a finite number of 

iterations.It has been established that the busbar equations must 

satisfy kirchoff's laws. The laws are: 

(a) The algebraic sum of currents flow at a busbar must be equal 

to zero. 

(b) The algebraic sum of all voltage in a loop must also be 



equal to zero 

The above laws are used for convergence of the solution in the 

iterative computational method. lhe most common iterative methods 

are. 

(i) The Gauss iterative method 

(ii) The Newton - Raphison method. 

These iterative methods are analysis below. 

(i) GAUSS ITERATIVE METHOD 

The Guass iterative method was used for load flow. The 

computational procedure usually follow a set of algorithm for 

computer execution. The calculation of load equations follows some 

series of steps which are 

(a) Read in the following numerical values of 

(i) Length 

(ii) Impedance 

(iii) Number of busbars 

(iv) Number of line 

(v) Acceleration factor 

(vi) Busbar power 

(b) Assembly the ' y' Bus admittance matrix and the i terati ve 

solution of the bus voltages 

VD l/YDI (lD - E Y DI VI --------------- (1) 

---------------(2) 

P D JQ iD E Y DI VI 

Pp JQ 2p Ivpk E Yp2 -------->(3) 

This iterative process will continue until the magnitude of 



the change of the bu s voltage between two consecutive iteration is 

less than certain tolerance level for all the bus voltages. 

When the iterations have c onverged, the next step is to 

calculate the v a lue of s la c k bus power given by: 

5 1= PI + JQ i -----------> (4) 

The final step is the calculation of load flows on various 

distribution lines of the network. this can be expressed as 

Sii = P lj + JQ ij = Vi (V i - V j ) Y ij + Vi Vi Y ij 

This expression is from buses i to j 

(ii) Newton - Raphson method: 

The Newton Raphson method is tested to be the most 

sophisticated of the iterative techniques and it converges faster 

without the risk of divergence than the Gauss method. 

The rate of convergence can be increased by applying an 

acceleration factor to the approximate solution obtained form each 

iteration. The accelerated values of voltages are given by 

Vp = Vp + & (Vp - V p ) 

where k = iteration count 

& = acceleration factor. 

The acceleration factor is between 1.5 and 1.7 for both real 

and imaginary. 



CHAPTER 4 

4.1 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 

High level programming languages can be classified into 

scientific oriented languages, business oriented language specific 

purpose language and mUlti-purpose language. 

(i) SCIENTIFIC ORIENTED LANGUAGES 

These languages are designed for scientific and engineering 

appli c ations and therefore they contain a lot of mathematical 

expressions for complex c alculation. 

Examples of such languages are Basic, ALGOL, and FORTRAN. 

(ii) BUSINESS ORIENTED LANGUAGES 

The most popular of business oriented languages is COBOL. 

These languages can only accommodate few simple mathematical and 

provide extensive filing system, 

(iii) SPECIAL PURPOSE LANGUAGES. 

The se language s are spec iall y de signed for some particular 

types of problems. Example of these language is CSL - computer 

simulation language CORAL-66 design for direct control of 

physical processors. Scientific and engineering control 

experiments. 

(iv) MULTI - PURPOSE LANGUAGES: 

These languages are designed to solve scientific and business 

applications. Example of such language is PASCAL. Pascal language 

was designed to be a structured language. The purpose is to 

encourage the building of good programs. The program language is 

efficient on present day computers. The language is widely used up 

11. 



till today. 

PROGRAMMING OF POWER LOAD FLOW 

The two languages applicable for power load flow are BASIC and 

FORTRAN. These languages are good for engineering applications such 

as power load flow in electrical engineering profession. 

TYPE OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK 

There are six types of network 

(a) 41SV low tension line network 

(b) l1KV medium line network 

(c) 33KV Transmission line network 

(d) 66Kv Transmission line network 

(e) 132KV Transmission line network 

(f) 330 KV transmission line network 

llKV and 33KV line network 

The l1KV and 33KV lines have resistance, inductance and 

capacitance parameters. Because of distance design to cover 

,capasitance and inductance are considered as inactive parameters 

alol1g the transmission lines. FORTRAN language is suitable for the 

line. 

66KV 132KV and 330KV transmission line 

The 66KV, 132KV and 330KV have resistance, inductance and 

L!apac i tance parame te rs These parame te rs are active because of 

the distance and po\"er involved at the load centers (Users). 

The mathematical expression for voltages and power involve 

imaginary parameters and 'j' must be used as operator. In order to 



handle such engineering problems wi th imaginary roots, FORTRAN 

program language will be convenient to solve such a complex 

mathematical expression. 

415V LOW TENSION LINES 

The 415V lines have resistance, inductance and capacitance 

along the line~. These parameters are considered inactive except 

resistance because of the small distance designed to cover and 

power meant to be transferred to load centers (users). 

Basic programming language is quit suitable for power load 

flow of this kind of line. 

4.3 FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY DISTRIBUTION NETWORK AND 
THE CHOICE OF PROGRAM LANGUAGE. 

Federal university of technology electrical distribution 

network is on 415V low tension lines. These run into the load 

centers (users) within the university system. 

In developing the programming language for this, a BASIC 

program language is deemed fit to solve the power load flow 

analysis because the imaginary parameters such as inductance and 

capacitance are assumed to be inactive. 

There are six distribution lines and each line serves a 

particular load center. For simplicity, a program has been written 

for each line. The limiting voltage is determined by using Gauss 

seidel iteration method. the power flow available at the load 

center is determined. 

PROGRAM 1 

This program is to determine the main admittance (Ynnl) for 

the network. A program is written to solve the "Determinant" of the 



ne tvJOr k. 

PROGRAM 2 TI1 i sprag r am is to dete rmine the vol tage and powe r 

available to senate building and computer center of the university. 

A gauss seidel iteration program is written to determine the 

voltage available to the users. The iteration voltage simply called 

limiting voltages which is 397V and power flow along the line is 

158.80KW. 

PROGRAH 3 

This program is to t a ke care of voltage and power available at 

university water pump, library and part of school of science and 

science education. The iteration voltage for the line is 400.7v and 

the power flow along the line is 84.15KW. 

PROGRAM 4 

This program is designed to take care of voltage and power 

flow along the female hotels, clinic and staff-quarters. The 

iteration voltage for the line is 399V and power flow along the 

line is 39.89KW. 

PROGRAM 5 

This program is designed to take care of voltage and power 

flow available to the users along the line serving the staff 

school, lecture theater and engineering complex. The iteration 

voltage is 402V while the power flow along the line is 58.8KW. 

PROGRAM 6 

The program is designed to take care of voltage and power flow 

available to the users along the line serving the male hostel, 

cafeteria and environmental technology. the iteration voltage is 



404V while the power flow along the line is 48.6KW. 

PROGRAH 7 

The prugram is designed to take care of voltage and power flow 

available to the users along the line serving the Works and 

Haintenance deparLment, Kiosk and Animal garden. The iteration 

voltage is 411V while the power flow along the line is 25.5KW. 

4 . 4 The table below shows the detail result of all the programs in 

relation to the feeder lines fig. 4.1. 

linelNAHE OF FEED. I DIST. 1m I LOAD CUR. A I !O OF ITER I LIB. VOL. I LO. POWER 

1 ISenate/comput 0.25 1400 1 4 1397 1158.8 
Icenter 1 1 1 1 

2 1 vi ate r p u m p / 0.75 1210 1 6 1401 184.2 
Ilibrary/SSSE 1 1 1 1 

3 IFemale hostel 0.4 1100 14 1399 139.9 
Iclinic/staffq 1 1 1 1 

4 IStaff schooll 1.5 1146 14 1402 158.8 
ILT/Eng.Comp 1 1 1 1 

5 IMale/hostel/ 0.6 1122 15 1404 148.6 
Icaf/envir/co 1 1 1 1 

6 Iworks deptl 0.3 1 62 1 5 I 411 125.5 
lanimal garden 1 1 1 1 



MAIN BUS BA R 

SENATE BUILDING / COMPUTER CENTER 

· 25 K M 
WATER PUMP / LIBRARY / SSCE 

. 75KM 
FEMALE HOSTEL / CLINIC / STAFF QUARTERS ... "- --

·4KM MALE HO STEL S / C AF TERI A / ENVI RO NMEN TAL 

1 · 5 KM ST AFF SCHOOL / L T / EN GR· COMPLEX 

· 6 KM 
W~KS , MAINTENANCE I A NIMAl GARDEN 

·3 KM 

Fig.4.1 

1-

t 
J 

A ELECTRICAL LOAD 
..... 

B ELECTRICAL LOAD 

C ELECTRICAl LOAD 
] 

D ELECTRIC AL LOAb 

E ELECTRI CAL LOAD 

.. _ -1 F 
ElECTRJCA L LOAD -
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P rog~' am 1 
Flow Chart Diagram 

start 
I 
I 

I Read YII , Y 12 

I YIl , Y21 Y 22 , Y21 

I YlI , YlJ Yll , 

I 
I 

1 __________________ ___ 

Data 1,1,0 
5,15.6,0,0,0,1 

ISet up loop I 
Ifor J = 1 to 31 
Ifor K = 1 to 31 

Cac:ul a te 
Det 1 = YII ""(Y 12 "" Yll -Y 21 *Yll ) - YI2 *(Yll ." YJl 

I -Y 21 * Yll)+Y ll * (Y ll *Y ll - Yll * Yll ) I 
1-----------------------------------------------------

IPrint 
IDet 

I 
I 

I 

End 

Program 2 

I 



Flow chart Diagram 

Start 
1 

1 

1 Input data 
1 det 1, Dis A 

* 
1 

1 

1 
_____ 1 ____________ __ 

1 Cal c ulate 1 
1 Power load flow 1 
Pne =(Vnoa i * Ia)/IOOO 1 

----_I----------~ 
1 Print Calculate 1 

Admitt ance Ynn11 1 Pna in "KW" 

Input Da ta for 1 
Vu,V nI , P, 

I d 
1 
1 

Set up lo op 
for iterati o n 

i 

---> 

1 Cal c ulate 
1 Vnoa = 1/Ynnl (P/Vn,)-Y nnz ' Vni 1 
1 Tak e Vni = Vnoai 

/' 
<------~/(V - V )/V > = 0 0 II. noa ,.. .." 

Yes _____ --

I 
Print Vnoai 1 
Limiting voltagel 

1 

1- - -------- -- >(*) 

End 



4.8 Program 3 

Flow c hart diagram 

Start 
1 
1 

IInput Data 
1 Det 1, Dis.B 

Calculate 1 
Admittance, det 2, 1 
Ynn) Det2 * dis. B 1 

Input Data for 
Vmrs , Vn i ,p,Is 

1 Set up lo op 
1 for iteration 

--- > 

1 
1 

1 1 Calculate 
1 1 Vnobi = 1 IYnod (P/V ni ) - Ynn2 * Vni 1 
1 1 Vni = Vnobi 

* 

Calculate 
power load flow 
Poa =(V nobi *IB)/10001 

1 Print 
1 P nb in "kw" 

1 __________________ ___ 

1 
1 

END 

1 ----------------------------------------

1 1 
1 / >1------
1 I,J~T Is _______ 
<--- ·~il~ 

IYes 

1 Print 1 
1 Limiting voltagel----------------------->* 
1 V nob i 1 
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4.9 Program 4 
Flow chart diagram 

Start 
1 

1 

IInput Data 
1 Det 1, Dis.C 
1 

Calculate 
1 
Determinat Det 3 
Ynn3 =Det2 * dis. B 
Admittance Y nnl , 

I ____ ~-------------

Input Data for 
V u , Vni ,p,I c 

1 Set up loop 
1 for iteration 

1---- > 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

Calculate 
V noc i = +l/Y nn d (PIV nl ) - Y nnl * V ni 
V ni = V noc i 

Calculate 
power load flow 

Print 

Power load flow 

1 P ne in "kw" 

1 
END 

: - - - - - - - - - ~ -~~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I ~ Is ---. 
No <--- ,::::_ (VIlI-Vnoei)IVu > = o~ 

-~ .. -. ----_. __ ._----

IYes 

1 Print I 
I Limiting voltagel---------------------->* 
I = V noci I 



4.10 Program 5 
Flow chart diagram 

Start 

IInput Data 
1 Det I, Dis.D 

Calculate 
Determinat Det 4 
Admi t tance, Y nn4, 

Input Data for 
Vnnn Vni,P,I D 

Set up loop 
for iteration voltage 

--- > 

1 Calculate 

* 

1 Print 

, ,... 

1 Limi ting vol tage V nodi 1 

Calculate 
power load flow 
Pnd = (V nod1 *I D)l10001 

Print 
Power load flow 

Pnd in "KW" 

1 
1 
End 

1 Vnodi = l/Ynn d (P/Vnd - (Y nn4 * Vni )) 
1 Vni = Vnodi 

1 

~--
No <---~~V .. -V" .. , I ~ 

IYes 
------------------------------->* 



4.11 Program 6 
Flow c ha rt diagra m 

Sta r t 

'Input Dat a 
, De t 1, Di s .E 

Calculate 
Determinat Det 5 
Admittance, Y nn5 , 

Input Data for 
Vu Vni,p,Ig 

, Set up loop 
, for iteration voltage 

I Calculate 

* 

1 Print 
1 Limi ting vol tage Vnoei , 

, Calculate 1 
, power load flow , 
1 Pne = (Vnoei *Ig )/10001 

I 

Print 
Power load flow 

Pne =V novi *lg 11000 

1 
I 

1 Print 
1 Power load flow 
'P ne in "KW" 

1 

1 
1 , 
I 

End 

1 Vnoei = +l/Ynn d (P/Vnd - (Y nn5 * Vni )) 1 

1 Vni = Vnoei , 
1-- - ------------------------------------------

1 

Yes ---------------------------------> * 
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4.15 Program 2 

, Power load flow analysis for senate building and computer 
centre 

Input "Enter maximum voltage"; Vu 
Input "Enter Distan c e A"; Dis.A 
Input "Enter voltage at Main busbar"; Vn 
Input "Enter line current A"; IA 
Input "Enter power at main busbar.; P 
Input "Enter Determinant"; Det 1 

Ynni Det 1 '" di s . A 
Print "Admittance = "; Ynnl 
for i = 1 to 5 
Vnna i = (l/Y nnl ) * ((P/Vni ) -( Ynnl '" Vnil) 

Vni = Vnai 
Print "V nod1 "; i, ":" V noai , "V" 
IF (Vem - Vnoai ) IVn > O. 05 Then go to 100 

Next 
100 print "Limiting voltage "; Vnoai "V" 
Print "No of iteration = "; i 
Pna = (Vnoai * IA)/lOOO 
Print" Power at busbar A =" Pns; "KW" 
End 
Stop 

Results 
Admittance = 2 . 90000 
Iteration voltage = Vnoal' Vnoa 2,VnoaJ, Vnoac 

415.9V, 413.2V, 421.4V, 397V 
Limiting voltage = 397V 
No of iteration = 4 
Power at Busbar A = l58.8KW 



Program 3 
cIs 
'Powe r lo a d fl ow a naly s is f o r Water pump, Library and SSSE 
Input "Enter maximum voltage"; Vu 
Input "Enter Distance B"; dis.B 
Input "Enter v o l tag e a t main busb a r"; Vni 
Input "Enter lin e c u r rent B"; I s 
Input "Ente r p ower a t ma in busbar"; P 
Input "Enter Determinant "; Oet 1 
De t 2 = detl/ 2 .997 
Ynn2 = det 2 * dis.B 
Print "Admitta n c e = "; Ynn1 
for i 1 t o 7 
Vnobi = (lIYnn2 ) .. ((P/V nl ) - (Y nn2 * Vni )) 

Vni = Vnobi 
Pr int "V nobi " i, "=" Vnob1 "V" 

IF (( Vu -V nobl )/V nn ) > = 0.05 Then goto 200 
Next 

200 print "Lim i ting voltage = "; Vnob i ; "V" 
Print "No of Iteration ="; 
Pnb = (V no bi * Isl/1000 
Print "power a t Busbar B = " Pnb ; "KW" 
End 
S top 

Results 
Admittan c e = 2 .902903 
ite r ation voltages = Vnob1 = 4l5.1v, Vnob1 = 414.8v, Vnob1 

Vnob 4 = 4l3.4v, Vnob5 = 4l98v Vnob6 = 401v 
Limiting voltage = 40lv 
No o f iteration 6 
Power at Bu s bar B = 84.2 KW 
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4.17 
program 4 

cIs 
'Power l oad flow a n a ly s i s f o r female hotels, Clinic and Staff 
quarter:s 
Inpu t "Enter max imum v o l tage"; Vu 
Input "Enter d i sta n ce C"; di s .C 
Inpu t "En te r vo 1 t a ge a t mai n bu s b a r"; Vn i 
Input "Enter line c urrent C". I e 
Input "Enter powe r a t ma in busbar". P 
Input "Enter Oe te r minat"; Oet 1 
Oet 3 = Oetl/l.59 98 
Ynnl = Oet 3 * di s .C 
Print "Admittance ="; Ynn ] 
for i = 1 to 5 
Vnoc i = (l/Yn nd * ((P/V ni ) -(Ynn l * Vni)) 

Vni = Vnoci 
print "V noc l"; i' " ="j Vnoe l "V" 
IF (( Vmm - Vnoe i ) 1Vu ) > + 0.05 Then go to 300 

Next 
300 Print "Limiting voltage = " 

print "No of iteration 
Pne = (Vnoei * IC)/1000 
print "Power at Busbar C 
End 
Sto p 

Results 
Admittan c e =2.900363 

V noci i "V" 
i 

Pne "kw" 

Iteration voltages = Vnoe ! 415.8V, V noel 413.4V, Vnoel 
Vno e4 = 399V 

Limiting voltage = 399V 
No of iteration 4 
Power a t busbar C = 39.9kw 
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rogram 5 
ower lo ad flow a nalysis for Staff school, Lecture theaters and 
ngineerig Complex 
nput "Enter maximum v o ltage "; Vu 
nput "Enter distance 0"; dis D 
nput "Enter voltage at main busbar"; Vni 
nput "Enter line current 0"; 1p 
put "Enter Power at main busbar ; P 

nput "Enter Determinant "; Oet1 
et 4 = Det1/5.998 
nn4 = Oet 4 * dis.D 
rint "Admi ttance = ; Yn n4 
o r i = 1 to 4 
nodi = ( 1/Ynn4 ) * ((p/V nl ) - (Y nn4 * Vni )) 

Vni =V no dl 
rint "V no bl "; i' "=" Vnod i "V" 

((Vu - Vn od i)/Vn ) > = 0.05 Then go to 400 
Next 

00 print "Limiting voltage + "; Vnodi ; "V" 
Print "No pi iteration ="; i 
Pno = (V nodi * 1 0 )/1000 
Print" Power a t Busbar 0 =" Pn p "kwH 
End 
Stop 

esult 
dmittance = 2 .900 967 
teration vol tage = Vnod 1 = 415. 6V, Vnod2 

Vno13 419.4V, V nod4 = 402V 
imiting voltage = 402V 
o of ite ra tion 4 
ower at Busbar 0 = 58.8kw 

413.7V 



Program 6 
CIs 
'Power load flow analysis for male Hostels, 
Environmental complex 
Input "Enter ma xim um vo lt a ge"; V .. 
Input "Enter Distance E"; dis E 
Input "Enter voltage at main busbar"; Vni 
Input "Enter line current E"; Ie 
Input "Enter power at main busbar"; P 
Input "Enter Determinant "; Det 1 
Det 5 = Det 1/ 2 .399 
Yn n> = Det 5 -I<- dis E 
Print "Admittance +"; Ynns 
for i = 1 to 5 
Vnoei = (1/Y nns ) * ((P/Vnd - (Ynn s* Vni )) 

Vni = Vnoei 
print "Vnoei " i, Vnoel ' "V" 
IF (( V !e. - V no e I ) 1 V n ) > = o. 0 5 The n got 0 500 

Ne xt 
500 print "limiting voltage ="; Vnoei ; "V" 

print "No of iteration ; i 
Poe = (V noei * Ie) 11000 
Print "power a t busbar E ="; Pne "kw" 
End 
Stop 

Results 
Admittan ce = 2.901209 
iteration voltage =V nodl 415.6 Vnod2 = 413.9V, Vnoel 

Vnoe l = 404V 
Limiting Voltage 404V 

No of iteratron 4 
p ower at Busbar E 48.5 Kw 

Cafeteria and 

419V 



4.20 Program 7 
cIs 

'Power load flow analysis for Works and maintenance and Animal 
production departments. 
Input "Enter maximum voltage"; VII 
Input "Enter distance F"; dis.F 
Input "Enter voltage at main busbar"; Vni 
Input "Enter Line curre nt F "; Ix 
Input "Enter power at mains busbar"; P 
Input "Enter Determinat"; Det 1 
Det 6 = Det 1/1.99 
Ynn6 = det 6 * Dis.F 
Print "Admittance ="; Ynn6 

For i = 1 to 5 
Vn of i = (l/Ynn ! ) ~ ((P/Vnl ) - (Ynns * Vnd) 

Vni = Vnoli 
Print Vnofi "; i; "="; Vnoli ; "V" 
IF (( Vu - Vnoli )/Vu )) = 0.05 Then goto 600 

Next 
600 print "limiting voltage ="; Vn ofi ;"V" 

print "No of iteration ="; i 
Pnf = (V n ~fl * I ~ ) 11000 
Print "Power at Busbar F="; Pn l "kwH 
End 
Stop 

RESULTS 

Result 
Admitt ance = 2.902419 
iteration voltage =Vnol1 415.2v,VoOd2 

411v 
No of iteration = 4 
Limiting voltage = 411v 
Power a t Busbar F = 25.5kw 

414.6v Vood ) 416.5v,Vnod4 

----------------......... 



4.21 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The program so lution for power load flow of federal university 

of te chno l ogy , llinna is shown in Programs· 1 - 7 (Computer result) 

The iteration voltages obtained for six lines are reasonable. 

I t val u e s s h 0 \-1 t hat the rea rev 0 1 tag e d r 0 p salon g the 1 in e s. See 

fig 4.1 

Th e power l oad flow results for each line are accurate when 

load flow resul ts The power load flow for senate building and 

computer centre is the highest. 



5.0 

5.1 

CHAPTER 5 

RECOHHENDATIONS 

Th e following recommendations are co n si dered necessary in 

orJer to operdLe , ma intain, pl An d nd de s ign t he power load flow of 

fed era 1 un i ve r s i t y u [ t el": h n 0 loy y 111 n n a . 

(i) Th e cunJucLor ' s ruute mu sL ~ e accurately surveyed in 

to get acc urate dist ,='l1ce for each line 

order 

(ii) Til e s i z e o [ cOIlJuc Lors lIsed n ow need to be changed in order 

reJucl:! the vo lL a ye Jrup s a l ong Lhp line espec ially se nate 

building and com puter cenLre . 

( iii) Preparation for additional transformer is considered 

ne cessar y because of n on-utilization of electrical machines at 

school u [ engineering 

(iv) Planning , design, operation and maintenance of the existing 

and new lines are easy with the u se of computer program but 

there i s the need to open a data bank so that any change in 

inp ut J a t a c an be reflected in the data bank. 

(v) Load p ro jection is neces sar y in order to avoid the overload 

of the existing transformers. 
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5.2 CONCLUSION: 

The ill [ fJ nTI d L i u n I) I) t a i n e J [ r 0 III the com put e r pro g ram i san 

indication that digital computet· is an indislJensable tool in 

engineering field. Enyineers are relieved o[ tedious normal 

ca lculations. Once the program is written , for power load flows , 

future l oad flow ca n easily be obtained by updating the input load 

currellL and lenyth of the lines . 
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